If you are a podcast producer,
or are curious to know more
about how to start a plan to
keep your files around forever,
you’ve come to the right spot.
The purpose of this booklet is
to help anyone who owns or
manages audio files to devise
an archiving strategy in a way
that is easy, not super
technical, and sensitive to
budget and time constraints.
This booklet is separated into
4 main sections: Organize,
Describe, Make Safe, and
Make Accessible. Each has a
question or exercise to help
you get started.

Podcasts are unique
Let’s start by considering what makes a
podcast unique from other things you might
want to keep for a long time, like a photograph.
Some ideas for what makes a podcast unique:
●
Podcast recordings are usually created
in a digital format, like a WAV or MP3
file.
●
As a result of being “born digital”, these
audio files live on computers.
●
Podcast shows are created by editing
together one or many different digital
audio recordings such as interviews,
music and voice overs.
●
Final versions are usually uploaded to
distribution sites in MP3 format.
All of these characteristics influence how we
may approach archiving, organizing and
preserving podcast files over the long-term.

How much
do I make?

Organize

Use the space below to write down a few
sentences about the files you create to produce
a podcast (see the next page for some
examples of sentences).

Using a pen or pencil, draw circles around file
formats, content types, versions, and the
adjectives you use to describe them on the
previous page. Some of these items in the
sample sentence have been underlined below.

For my show, I use my iPhone
to record raw interviews
that output as M4A voice
memo files. I use Wavelab to
create edit masters. Along
with interviews, episodes
also include music. I
photograph each interviewee,
and incorporate the
resulting JPEG into the show
description I post online. I
also have each interviewee
sign a release form, which I
scan and save in PDF format.
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Use the words you circled to help you devise a
folder naming convention and hierarchy. A
good rule to follow is to name and arrange
folders and their respective files* in a way that
could help someone unfamiliar with your work
easily distinguish your show’s components
and their relationships with one another. An
example hierarchy is shown above.
*If you use a Digital Audio Workstation (DAW)
like ProTools, changing the names of project
files and/or folders may cause the file to
become unplayable. When in doubt, leave
filenames alone and focus on folders.

Besides thinking about folder-naming
conventions, this exercise is meant to get
you thinking about how many files you
create each time you work on a project.
This sort of information gathering is a good
first step in getting a sense for how much
you create during any given podcast project.
Once you know that, you can use that
information to project approximately how
many files you will create over a certain
period of time, like a year.
Knowing this can help you with decisions
on things like deciding how much storage
you need to invest in for the long-term (we’ll
get into more detail about that in a bit).

What do I
have?

Describe

Use the table below to write down a list of
characteristics that describe your master/finished
show files. In the “category” column, try to describe
the characteristic under a broad category. An
example is given below to help you start your list.
Characteristic
30 minutes long

Category
Duration

Next, create a spreadsheet using Google
Sheets or Excel. You can also practice by
filling out the cartoon spreadsheet below:
My podcast spreadsheet
A
1

Filename
032217.mp3

2

B

C

Duration Format
00:30:00 MP3

D
Title
Quitting coffee?
Not So Fast!

3
4
5

First, copy all the items you listed under
“Category” into the first row. Next, begin filling
out rows, one per file. Try filling out 5 rows, for
now.
Congrats! You have just created a preliminary
inventory with some descriptive metadata
Metadata is just data about each file, i.e.
Duration = 30 minutes or Subject = Coffee.

Now we know we can store metadata on
spreadsheets. Did you know you can store
metadata in the audio files themselves?
MP3 files, besides storing audio data, also has
space reserved for descriptive data called ID3
tags. There are many free tools available that
allow you to either manually edit these tags
either by typing them in by hand for each file,
or by uploading a spreadsheet so that many
files can be edited all at once.
Another way to create metadata is with
transcription tools. These tools automatically
recognize speech and turn it into text.
Both ID3 tags and transcriptions make your
files and their contents more easy to find. Try
searching for “free ID3 tag editor” or “free
transcription tools” to explore what’s out
there: there’s a lot!

How do I make
it easy for
people to find
my stuff?
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Although podcasts are generally made for
public consumption, distribution sites cannot
guarantee all of your content will be hosted by
them in perpetuity.
To make access available for as long as
possible, it should happen on your own terms.

If you decide to make
some or all of your
files accessible
online, your best bet
is to use one of many
free web publishing
services like,
Wordpress or
Blogspot.
Most free hosting sites may have a file size and
bandwidth limit which your audio files may
exceed. To bypass this, upload your audio files
to a free hosting site like the Internet Archive
(which allows unlimited media uploads), then
link out to your files from your website.
Also, it’s worth checking out Creative
Commons, and using their licensing language
to apply to how you want to make your audio
available. Their “Choose a License” tool can help
you decide which license is right for you!

Make safe

How much
does it all
cost?

Your safest backup plan is to keep copies of
your files in 3 places. 1 copy should be far from
where you live in case a disaster puts your
geographic region at risk. Here’s an example of
one such plan:

Dropbox 1Tb
(renewed
annually)
External
backup drive
at home
External drive
mailed to
Mom’s house on
opposite coast

Browsing list
To get a feel for the cost of keeping your files
safe, perform a web browser search for each of
the items listed below, and write down their cost
next to each.
Dedicated
computer for
archiving
External 500
Gigabyte, 1 & 2
Terabyte drives

Cloud backup
service

Transcription
services

Antivirus
software

Setting up a backup plan costs money. Before
you reach for your wallet, figure out how much
you have to the byte. There’s a pretty
significant difference in cost between a 500
Gigabyte external drive and a 2 Terabyte
external drive, so knowing exactly how much
you have can benefit your wallet. Follow these
steps to figure out how much you have:
1.)
2.)
3.)

4.)

Go online and search for a free disk
scanner tool like WinDirStat (Windows)
or Disk Inventory X (Mac).
Install and run a scan over your
folder(s).
The resulting data will give you an exact
count of files and their sizes. Use this
information to determine how much
storage you actually need.
Revisit Page 6 of this booklet.
This information can help
you anticipate how much
your storage needs (and
respective storage budget)
will grow over time.

It’s good to know that
personal archiving
takes time.
Consider creating for
yourself small
archiving goals
throughout the week,
month, or even year.
If you find tasks like folder organization,
metadata tagging, or maintaining a
website hard to keep up with, consider, at
minimum, putting a backup system in
place, as described on Page 12 (“Make
Safe”).
This way, your files will at least be kept
safe until the day you have more time or
resources to dedicate to personal
archiving.

You may find it refreshing
(like this lemon) to know that
even if you get stuck, you can
ask for help.
Professional archivists (and
likely, some resourceful
personal archivists like
yourself) are usually very
happy to offer insights and
tips.

Tip!

Post podcast archiving
questions on Twitter (where a
lot of archivists live) and tag
them using the
#archivemypodcast tag. We’ll
help you as soon as we can!

This booklet (including illustrations) were
written/drawn by Mary Kidd.
@kiddarchivist
kiddmary@gmail.com
A digital version of this booklet is available at:
kiddarchivist.wordpress.com/
podcast-archive-zine
Feel free to copy and distribute freely.

